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STRUCTURE OF COLLAPSING SOLUTIONS OF GENERALIZED RICCI
FLOW
STEVEN GINDI AND JEFFREY STREETS
Abstract. We derive modified Perelman-type monotonicity formulas for solutions to the
generalized Ricci flow equation with symmetry on principal bundles, which lead to rigidity
and classification results for nonsingular solutions.
1. Introduction
The generalized Ricci flow is a natural coupling of the Ricci flow and the heat equation
for a closed three-form, namely
∂
∂t
g = − 2Rc+1
2
H2,
∂
∂t
H = ∆dH,
(1.1)
where H2ij = HipqH
pq
j , and ∆d denotes the Hodge Laplacian with respect to the time varying
metric. This system first arose in the physical theory of renormalization group flows of sigma
models (cf. [7]). Many interesting properties have been established in recent years, including
a gradient formulation [5], basic existence and regularity properties [8], and a relationship
to generalized geometry and T -duality [9]. In [14, 13] it was shown that this flow preserves
natural integrability conditions in complex and generalized Ka¨hler geometry, coming from
the relationship to the pluriclosed flow, described in §3 below.
Our main interest here is to study certain kinds of nonsingular solutions to the generalized
Ricci flow and to analyze them by means of energy and entropy functionals. Dimensional col-
lapse is a common feature in analyzing the long time limits of Ricci flow. By the compactness
theory of Lott [3], from such a collapsing solution one can extract a limiting solution which
exists on a groupoid. Lott furthermore showed that in dimension 3, these groupoid limits are
essentially solutions of Ricci flow on twisted principal bundles. By classifying these solutions
by means of a modified entropy functional we describe below, Lott in turn classified all type
III solutions to Ricci flow on three-manifolds with diam(gt) = O(t
1/2). Dimensional collapse
of course also happens in the generalized Ricci flow, and moreover examples of this behavior
unique to the setting of generalized Ricci flow were exhibited by Boling [1]. Following the
compactness theory of Lott, one expects the simplest kinds of collapsing limits to be modeled
by solutions on twisted principal bundles. Our main theorem classifies these solutions under
certain natural hypotheses. One particular application of interest is the classification of type
III solutions to pluriclosed flow on complex surfaces as a partial test of the second author’s
geometrization conjecture for complex surfaces [11], and this will be the subject of a future
work. As in the work of Lott [4], the classification of these solutions will eventually reduce
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to this classification result for solutions on twisted principal bundles. We give an informal
statement here, referring to §2 for the notation and §5 for the precise claims.
Theorem 1.1. 1) Let (P, g(·), H(·)) denote a global solution to invariant generalized
Ricci flow, and suppose (P∞, g∞(·), H∞(·)) is a subsequential limit flow at infinity.
If [H∞(·)] = 0, then (g∞(·), H∞(·)) is constant in time, H∞ ≡ 0 and g∞ is a local
product metric with g∞ Ricci flat.
2) Let (P, g(·), H(·)) denote a global solution to invariant generalized Ricci flow with
dimG ≤ 2, and suppose (P∞, g∞(·), H∞(·)) is a subsequential blowdown limit flow
at infinity. Then H∞ ≡ 0, F∞ ≡ 0, detGij is constant, and g satisfies the twisted
Einstein equations (5.2).
The recent example of compact nontrivial steady solitons for the pluriclosed flow show
that the hypothesis of [H∞] = 0 is necessary in the first part of the theorem (cf. Remark
5.3). Also, the result in the second part of the theorem is slightly more general, applying
to cases when G is abelian and the torsion vanishes on the fibers, which is implied by G
being nilpotent of dimension ≤ 2. Furthermore, hypotheses of this kind are necessary as
illustrated by the case of collapsing type III solutions of pluriclosed flow on Inoue surfaces
(cf. Remark 5.7), noting that the pluriclosed flow in complex geometry is gauge-equivalent
to generalized Ricci flow. In fact, in this setting, the presence of the complex structure gives
further rigidity of the limits. The Ka¨hler-Ricci flow occurs as a special case of pluriclosed
flow, and the corollary below is related to recent works on collapsing of type III solutions
(cf. [15]).
Corollary 1.2. 1) Let (P, g(·), H(·), J(·)) denote a global solution to invariant pluri-
closed flow, and suppose (P∞, g∞(·), H∞(·), J∞(·)) is a subsequential limit flow at
infinity. If [H∞(·)] = 0, then (g∞(·), H∞(·)) is constant in time, H∞ ≡ 0 and g∞ is
a Ka¨hler local product metric with g∞ Ka¨hler Calabi-Yau.
2) Let (P, g(·), H(·), J(·)) denote a global solution to invariant pluriclosed flow with
dimG ≤ 2, and suppose (P∞, g∞(·), H∞(·), J∞(·)) is a subsequential blowdown limit
flow at infinity. In addition to the claims of Theorem 1.1 part 2), we have
1) J∞ is fixed in time and (g∞(t), J∞) is Kahler.
2) M∞ is even dimensional and J∞ = J1 ⊕ J2 on G⊕ TM∞.
In particular, if dimG = 1 then invariant pluriclosed flow has no subsequential limits
in the sense of Definition 5.1.
The key tools for proving Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2 are modified energy and entropy
functionals for the generalized Ricci flow on twisted principal bundles. Among Perelman’s
key discoveries were the energy and shrinker entropy functionals for Ricci flow [6], which are
monotonically increasing along Ricci flow and fixed on steady or shrinking solitons, respec-
tively. Shortly thereafter Feldman-Ilmanen-Ni discovered the expander entropy [2], which is
monotonically increasing along Ricci flow and fixed on an expanding soliton. By applying
Hamilton’s compactness theory, these functionals all immediately lead to classification re-
sults for certain nonsingular solutions which furthermore satisfy a noncollapsing hypothesis.
However, as remarked above, nonsingular solutions of Ricci flow can collapse, and to treat
these solutions Lott [4] developed modified energy and entropy functionals for invariant so-
lutions on twisted principal bundles which capture the geometry of the collapsing structure.
As the fibers of these bundles may be noncompact, one cannot simply use the known func-
tionals and incorporate the symmetries. Rather, one is forced to define integrals over the
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base space of the bundle, which is assumed compact, and to redefine the conjugate heat
equation to preserve a measure on this space. This is a subtle change which makes their
monotonicity a nontrivial question, and indeed there are “extra” terms in the evolution of
these energies which can have varying signs.
We extend this analysis in several ways. First, an extension of Perelman’s energy functional
to generalized Ricci flow was found in [5], while an extension of the expander entropy was
discovered by the second author in [8]. We follow the strategy described above and define
dimensionally-reduced versions of these functionals, as well as a shrinker entropy, and derive
their evolution equations under generalized Ricci flow. We note that Lott’s work [4] restricted
to the case where the structure group of the bundle is abelian. As remarked above, one of
our main intended applications of this work is to the classification of type III solutions of the
pluriclosed flow on complex surfaces, where collapse to a one-dimensional space is known to
happen [1], with a three-dimensional and hence potentially nonabelian structure group. For
this reason we treat the case of a general nilpotent structure group, and so these evolution
equations are extensions of Lott’s even in the case of Ricci flow. The nontrivial Lie bracket
introduces terms of varying signs in the different functionals, rendering their application
more delicate.
Here is an outline of the rest of this paper. In §2 we recall fundamental aspects of invariant
metrics on principal bundles. In §3 we derive the dimensionally-reduced evolution equations
for generalized Ricci flow. Next in §4 we define the modified energy and entropy functionals
and derive their evolution along generalized Ricci flow. We analyze these evolutions in §5 to
establish the main rigidity results of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
2. Geometry of invariant metrics on principal bundles
Our aim is to study blowdown limits of invariant solutions to generalized Ricci flow on
principal bundles. As we are interested in capturing the geometry of solutions along which
the fibers collapse, it is useful to recast these flow solutions in terms of a system of PDEs
on the base manifold. To do so we will need to describe a correspondence between invariant
sections of TP and sections of E := G⊕ TM , where G is the adjoint bundle, and build Lie
algebroid structures and connections on E . We discuss convergence of invariant metrics and
one-parameter families in preparation for deriving the reduced generalized Ricci flow system
in Section 3.
2.1. Setup. We fix a principal G bundle pi : P → M , and let g denote an invariant metric
and H an invariant three-form on P . Given g, we let A denote the associated connection on
P and E = G⊕TM , where G is the adjoint bundle. Also let F ∈ ∧2T ∗M ⊗G correspond to
the equivariant horizontal curvature F := dA+ 1
2
[A,A]. In some places we will also assume
the existence of J an invariant complex structure on P , and in this case g will be compatible
with J , and furthermore
H = −dcω,
where ω(X, Y ) = g(JX, Y ).
Given a principal connection A, we construct an isomorphism δ : TP −→ pi∗E given by
δ(Z) = {p, AZ} + pi∗Z, where Z ∈ TpP . If e ∈ Γ(E) then δ−1pi∗e is an invariant section
of TP , where pi∗e is the associated section of pi∗E . Moreover if Z is an invariant section of
TP then it is straightforward to show that Z = δ−1pi∗e for some unique e ∈ Γ(E). We will
typically denote δ−1pi∗e by e˜. This correspondence extends naturally to invariant sections of
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(⊗kT ∗P )⊗(⊗lTP ) and sections of (⊗kE∗)⊗(⊗lE). In particular, by using this identification,
for invariant structures g, H and J on P , this correspondence respectively yields the fiberwise
metric g
E
= G⊕ g on E , H ∈ ∧3E∗, and J ∈ End E that satisfies J2 = −1.
2.2. Lie Algebroid and Differential Structures. Given the setup of the previous sub-
section, we now introduce differential and Lie algebroid structures on E .
Definition 2.1. For e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E). Define [e1, e2] to be the unique section of E that satisfies
[˜e1, e2] = [e˜1, e˜2]Lie,
where [, ]Lie is the Lie bracket on Γ(TP ).
If we define τ : E −→ TM by τ(η + v) = v, where η ∈ g, we then have:
Proposition 2.2. Let e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E) and let f ∈ C∞(M).
a) [e1, fe2] = f [e1, e2] + τ(e1)[f ](e2).
b) τ([e1, e2]) = [τ(e1), τ(e2)]Lie.
c) [, ] on Γ(E) satisfies the Jacobi identity.
In other words, τ : (E , [, ]) −→ (TM, [, ]Lie) is a Lie algebroid structure on E .
It follows from Proposition (2.2) that we obtain a connection on g defined by
Dvη := [v, η].(2.1)
The algebroid bracket satisfies the following properties.
Proposition 2.3. Let s : U −→ P be a local section of P , x, y ∈ g and v, w ∈ Γ(TM).
a) [·, ·] restricts to a Lie bracket on each fiber of g.
b) [{s, x}, {s, y}] = −{s, [x, y]}.
c) Dv{s, x} = {s, [(s∗A)v, x]}.
d) [v, w] = [v, w]Lie − F (v, w).
Furthermore, associated with the Lie algebroid τ : (E , [·, ·]) −→ (TM, [·, ·]Lie) is the fol-
lowing exterior derivative which squares to zero.
Definition 2.4. Define d : Γ(∧kE∗) −→ Γ(∧k+1E∗) by
dσ(e1, ..., ek+1) =
∑
1≤i≤k+1
(−1)i−1τ(ei)[σ(e1, ..., eˆi, ...ek+1)]+
∑
1≤i<j≤k+1
(−1)i+jσ([ei, ej ], e1, ..., eˆi, ..., eˆj , ..., ek+1)].
Proposition 2.5. For σ ∈ Γ(∧kE∗),
d˜σ = dσ˜.
Corollary 2.6. Let (g, J) be an invariant and compatible metric and complex structure on
P →M and let H = −dcw, where w(∗, ∗) = g(J∗, ∗). Also let (g
E
, J,H) be the corresponding
data on E . Then H(∗, ∗, ∗) = dw(J∗, J∗, J∗), where w(∗, ∗) = g
E
(J∗, ∗).
In the upcoming sections we will need the following.
Proposition 2.7. Let B ∈ Γ(∧2E∗) and ei = ηi + vi ∈ Γ(E = G⊕ TM).
dB(e1, e2, e3) = Dv1B(e2, e3) +B(F (v1, v2), e3)−B([η1, η2], e3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3).
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Proof. In the following we will extend D to a connection on E = G ⊕ TM by setting D =
D⊕∇L, where ∇L is the Levi Civita connection associated with g. Using Definition 2.4 and
Proposition 2.3, we have
dB(e1, e2, e3) = v1[B(e2, e3)]−B([e1, e2], e3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3)
= Dv1B(e2, e3) +B(Dv1e2, e3) +B(e2, Dv1e3)
− B([e1, e2], e3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3)
= Dv1B(e2, e3) +B(∇Lv1v2, e3) +B(e2,∇Lv1v3)
+B(Dv1η2, e3) +B(e2, Dv1η3)−B([v1, v2]Lie, e3) +B(F (v1, v2), e3)
− B(Dv1η2, e3) +B(Dv2η1, e3)− B([η1, η2], e3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3)
= Dv1B(e2, e3) +B(F (v1, v2), e3)− B([η1, η2], e3) + cyclic(1, 2, 3).

2.3. Lie Algebroid Connection. Given the above structures on E , we obtain a Lie alge-
broid connection ∇ : Γ(E) −→ Γ(E∗ ⊗ E). We define this and derive its action below.
Definition 2.8. Letting e1, e2 ∈ Γ(E), define ∇e1e2 to be the unique section of E that
satisfies
∇˜e1e2 = ∇
L
e˜1 e˜2,
where ∇L is the Levi Civita connection on TP associated with g.
Proposition 2.9. Let ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(M). Then
1) ∇e1e2 −∇e2e1 = [e1, e2].
2) ∇e1(fe2) = f∇e1e2 + τ(e1)[f ]e2.
3) τ(e1)[gE (e2, e3)] = gE (∇e1e2, e3) + gE (e2,∇e1e3).
Furthermore, we have the following Kozul formula for ∇.
Proposition 2.10. For ei ∈ Γ(E),
2g
E
(∇e1e2, e3) = τ(e1)[gE (e2, e3)] + τ(e2)[gE (e1, e3)]− τ(e3)[gE (e1, e2)]
+ g
E
([e1, e2], e3) + gE ([e3, e1], e2) + gE ([e3, e2], e1).
We can then decompose ∇ as follows:
Proposition 2.11. Let ηi ∈ Γ(g) and va ∈ Γ(TM). Then
1) ∇v1v2 = ∇Lv1v2 − 12F (v1, v2).
2) ∇vη = Dvη + 12G−1DvG(η, ∗) + 12g−1G(F (v, ∗), η).
3) ∇ηv = 12G−1DvG(η, ∗) + 12g−1G(F (v, ∗), η).
4) ∇η1η2 = −12g−1D∗G(η1, η2) + 12 [η1, η2] + 12G−1G([∗, η1], η2) + 12G−1G([∗, η2], η1).
Proof. First we compute, using Proposition 2.10,
2g(piTM∇v1v2, v3) = 2gE (∇v1v2, v3)
= v1[g(v2, v3)] + v2[g(v1, v3)]− v3[g(v1, v2)] + gE ([v1, v2], v3)
+ g
E
([v3, v1], v2) + gE ([v3, v2], v1).
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Since g
E
([vi, vj ], vk) = g([vi, vj]Lie, vk), the right hand side equals 2g(∇Lv1v2, v3). Hence
piTM∇v1v2 = ∇Lv1v2. Furthermore,
2G(pig∇v1v2, η3) = 2gE (∇v1v2, η3)
= v1[gE (v2, η3)] + v2[gE (v1, η3)]+
g
E
([v1, v2], η3) + gE ([η3, v1], v2) + gE ([η3, v2], v1)
= g
E
([v1, v2], η3).
Using Proposition 2.3, the right hand side equals −G(F (v1, v2), η3). Hence pig∇v1v2 =
−1
2
F (v1, v2), and part (1) follows.
For part (2), we first compute
g(piTM∇v1η2, v3) = gE (∇v1η2, v3)
= −g
E
(η2,∇v1v3) = 12gE (F (v1, v3), η2),
which implies that piTM∇v1η2 = 12g−1G(F (v1, ∗), η2). Furthermore
2G(pig∇v1η2, η3) = 2gE (∇v1η2, η3)
= v1[gE (η2, η3)] + gE ([v1, η2], η3) + gE ([η3, v1], η2)
= v1[G(η2, η3)] +G(Dv1η2, η3)−G(η2, Dv1η3)
= Dv1G(η2, η3) + 2G(Dv1η2, η3).
This implies pig∇v1η2 = 12G−1(Dv1G)(η2, ∗) +Dv1η2, finishing part (2).
For part (3), using Proposition 2.9 we compute
∇ηv = ∇vη −Dvη
= 1
2
G−1(DvG)(η, ∗) + 12g−1G(F (v, ∗), η),
as required. For part (4) we first compute
2g(piTM∇η1η2, v3) = 2gE (∇η1η2, v3)
= −v3[gE (η1, η2)] + gE ([v3, η1], η2) + gE ([v3, η2], η1)
= −v3[G(η1, η2)] +G(Dv3η1, η2) +G(Dv3η2, η1)
= −DGv3(η1, η2).
This implies piTM∇η1η2 = −12g−1DG∗(η1, η2). Furthermore
2G(pig∇η1η2, η3) = 2gE (∇η1η2, η3)
= g
E
([η1, η2], η3) + gE ([η3, η1], η2) + gE ([η3, η2], η1).
= G([η1, η2], η3) +G([η3, η1], η2) +G([η3, η2], η1).
This shows that pig∇η1η2 = 12 [η1, η2] + 12G−1G([∗, η1], η2) + 12G−1G([∗, η2], η1), finishing the
proof of part (4). 
2.4. Curvature and Torsion Tensors on Principal Bundles. Here we compute the
components of the curvature tensors of the Lie algebroid connection ∇. First, we define
R∇ ∈ Γ(∧2E∗ ⊗EndE) via
R∇(e1, e2)e3 = ∇e1∇e2e3 −∇e2∇e1e3 −∇[e1,e2]e3,(2.2)
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for ei ∈ Γ(E). Then define R∇(e1, e2, e3, e4) = gE (R∇(e1, e2)e3, e4). The Ricci and scalar
curvatures of ∇, Ric∇ and Scal∇, are defined using the appropriate traces over g
E
. Here and
below we will adopt an abstract notation for taking traces of tensor quantities. For instance,
we set
D·3G(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2) := tr(1,2)G tr3gD·3G(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2) = GijGklgαβDαGikDβGjl.
Note that we will always trace over ·’s while we will use *’s to denote the different components
of tensors. For clarity we will at times include the traces in the equations.
Theorem 2.12. Let ηi ∈ Γ(g) and va ∈ Γ(TM).
1) R∇(η1, η2, η3, η4) = −14D·G(η1, η4)D·G(η2, η3)− 14G([η1, [η2, η3]], η4)
− 1
4
G([η1, [η4, η3]], η2)− 14G([η1, η3], [η4, η2])− 14 trGG([η1, ·], η4)G([η2, ·], η3)
− 1
4
trGG([η4, ·], η1)G([η2, ·], η3) + (2↔ 3 on last four terms)
− (1↔ 2 on all terms)
2) R∇(η1, η2, v3, η4) =
1
4
D·G(η1, η4)G(F (v3, ·), η2) + 14 trGDv3G(η2, ·)G([η1, ·], η4)
+ 1
4
trGDv3G(η2, ·)G([η4, ·], η1)− 14Dv3G([η1, η2], η4)
− 1
4
Dv3G([η1, η4], η2)− (1↔ 2),
3) R∇(η1, v2, v3, η4) = −12(Dv2DG)v3(η1, η4) + 14Dv3G(η1, ·)Dv2G(η4, ·)
+ 1
4
G(F (v3, ·), η1)G(F (v2, ·), η4)− 14G([η1, F (v2, v3)], η4)
− 1
4
G([η4, F (v2, v3)], η1) +
1
4
G([η1, η4], F (v2, v3)),
4) R∇(η1, v2, v3, v4) =
1
4
Dv4G(η1, F (v2, v3))− 14Dv3G(η1, F (v2, v4))− 12Dv2G(η1, F (v3, v4))
− 1
2
G(η1, Dv2F (v3, v4)),
5) R∇(v1, v2, v3, v4) = R
∇L(v1, v2, v3, v4) +
1
2
G(F (v1, v2), F (v3, v4))− 14G(F (v1, v4), F (v2, v3))
+ 1
4
G(F (v1, v3), F (v2, v4)).
Lemma 2.13. Assuming G is nilpotent one has
0 = trGG([η, ·], ·),
0 = trGG([η1, [η2, ·]], ·),
for all ηi ∈ G.
Proof. Let ηi ∈ G|m, for m ∈ M . Since G is nilpotent, [η, ∗] and [η1, [η2, ∗]] ∈ End(G|m) are
traceless. 
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Proposition 2.14. Assuming G is nilpotent one has
Ric∇(η1, η2) = − 12(D·DG)·(η1, η2)− 14D·2G(·1, ·1)D·2G(η1, η2) + 12D·2G(η1, ·1)D·2G(·1, η2)
+ 1
4
G(F (·1, ·2), η1)G(F (·1, ·2), η2)− 12 trGG([·, η1], [·, η2])
+ 1
4
trGG([·1, ·2], η1)G([·1, ·2], η2),
Ric∇(η, v) = 1
2
G(η,D·F (v, ·)) + 12D·G(η, F (v, ·)) + 14G(η, F (v, ·2))D·2G(·1·1)
− 1
2
trGDvG([·, η], ·),
Ric∇(v1, v2) = Ric
∇L(v1, v2)− 12(Dv1DG)v2(·, ·) + 14Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2)
− 1
2
G(F (v1, ·), F (v2, ·)).
Proposition 2.15. Assuming G is nilpotent one has
R∇ = Rg − (D·1DG)·1(·2, ·2)− 14D·3G(·1, ·1)D·3G(·2, ·2)
+
3
4
D·3G(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2)− 14G(F (·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2))− 14 trGG([·1, ·2], [·1, ·2]).
We will now decompose the quantity −d∗H which governs the evolution ofH in generalized
Ricci flow. For this we will extend D to a connection on E = G⊕TM by setting D = D⊕∇L.
Proposition 2.16. Assuming G is nilpotent one has
−d∗H = D·H(·, ∗, ∗) + 1
2
D·1G(·2, ·2)H(·1, ∗, ∗)−D·1G(·2, piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)
− 1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗) + 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗).
Proof. In the following we will be using Proposition 2.11 without explicit reference. We will
also let {ηi} and {va} be respective othonormal frames for G and TM and will set e = η+w
and e′ = η′ + w′ ∈ E = G⊕ TM .
First note:
−d∗H(e, e′) = trg
E
∇·H(·, e, e′) = ∇ηiH(ηi, e, e′) +∇vaH(va, e, e′).
Consider then
1) ∇ηiH(ηi, e, e′) = −H(∇ηiηi, e, e′)−H(ηi,∇ηie, e′)−H(ηi, e,∇ηie′)
=
1
2
H(g−1(D∗G)(ηi, ηi), e, e
′) +
1
2
H(ηi, g
−1(D∗G)(ηi, η), e
′)
− 1
2
H(ηi, [ηi, η], e
′)− 1
2
H(ηi, G
−1G([∗, ηi], η), e′)
− 1
2
H(ηi, G
−1G([∗, η], ηi), e′)− 1
2
H(ηi, G
−1(DwG)(ηi, ∗), e′)
− 1
2
H(ηi, g
−1G(F (w, ∗), ηi), e′)− (primed↔ unprimed on last six terms).
Note that terms involving trGG([∗, ·], ·) vanish by Lemma 2.13 because G is nilpotent. This
then simplifies to
1
2
D·1G(·2, ·2)H(·1, e, e′)−
1
2
D·1G(·2, η)H(·1, ·2, e′)−
1
2
H(F (w, ·), ·, e′)
+
1
2
G([·1, ·2], η)H(·1, ·2, e′)− (primed↔ unprimed on last three terms).
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Next, consider
2) ∇vaH(va, e, e′) = va[H(va, e, e′)]−H(∇vava, e, e′)−H(va,∇vae, e′)−H(va, e,∇vae′)
= DvaH(va, e, e
′) +H(∇Lvava, e, e′) +H(va, Dvae, e′) +H(va, e, Dvae′)
−H(∇vava, e, e′)−H(va,∇vae, e′)−H(va, e,∇vae′)
= DvaH(va, e, e
′) +
1
2
H(F (va, va), e, e
′)− 1
2
H(va, G
−1(DvaG)(η, ∗), e′)
− 1
2
H(va, g
−1G(F (va, ∗), η), e′) + 1
2
H(va, F (va, w), e
′)
− (primed↔ unprimed on last three terms).
= D·H(·, e, e′)− 1
2
D·1G(η, ·2)H(·1, ·2, e′)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), η)H(·1, ·2, e′)
+
1
2
H(·, F (·, w), e′)− (primed↔ unprimed on last three terms),
where, for e = η + w, we used
Dve−∇ve = 1
2
F (v, w)− 1
2
G−1(DvG)(η, ∗)− 1
2
g−1G(F (v, ∗), η).
Combining the above terms yields the expression for −d∗H in the proposition. 
3. Dimensional Reduction of Generalized Ricci Flow
Let pi : P → M be a nilpotent G-principal bundle over a compact manifold equipped
with an invariant generalized Ricci flow (g(t), H(t)). In this section we will first recast this
solution as a solution to a system of PDEs on M . We will then use the diffeomorphism
action on the principal bundle to obtain gauge modified PDEs on M which will be central
in analyzing the functionals introduced in Section 4.
3.1. Decomposition of families of metrics. To decompose the Ricci flow equations ac-
cording to the tensor decompositions of Section 2, we begin with a discussion of general
one-parameter families. Let now g(t) and H(t) be an invariant, time dependent metric and
three form on a G principal bundle pi : P →M . Consider the isomorphisms δ(t) : TP → pi∗E
given by δ(Z) = {p, AZ} + pi∗Z, where Z ∈ TpP and A(t) are the connections associated
with g(t). Using this, as was done above, we obtain a time dependent fiberwise metric
g
E
(t) = G(t) ⊕ g(t) on E = G ⊕ TM , a section H(t) of ∧3E∗. We further obtain a time
dependent bracket [, ] and Lie algebroid connection ∇ on E and the associated time depen-
dent operator d and connection D which were defined above for a fixed time. At times we
will extend D to a connection on E = G ⊕ TM by setting D = D ⊕ ∇L, with associated
curvature tensors.
It is important to note that since δ(t) is time dependent
∂g
E
∂t
does not correspond to ∂g
∂t
but, by definition, g˙
E
does. In general, if B(t) is a time dependent invariant tensor on P
then we define B˙(t) to be the tensor on M that corresponds to ∂B
∂t
using δ(t).
To state some other notation, δp(t) : TpP → TmE , for m = pi(p), will denote the restriction
of δ(t) at p ∈ P . It maps the vertical and horizontal tangent spaces VpP andH tpP respectively
to G|m and TmM . Moreover, dAdt is the time dependent section of T ∗M⊗G that is associated
with dA
dt
. Similarly, F (t) ∈ ∧2T ∗M ⊗G corresponds to the curvature F (t) := dA+ 1
2
[A,A].
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3.2. The Generalized Ricci Flow Equations. Suppose (g(t), H(t)) is an invariant solu-
tion to the generalized Ricci flow equations on P →M :
(3.1)
∂g
∂t
= −2Ric(g) + 1
2
H ∂H
∂t
= ∆gH,
where H(∗, ∗) = trgH(∗, ·1, ·2)H(∗, ·1, ·2). To recast (g(t), H(t)) as a solution of a system of
PDEs on M , we first use the discussion of §3.1 to obtain g
E
(t) = G(t) ⊕ g(t) and H(t) on
E = G⊕TM along with the other time dependent data defined in that section. In particular,
using this equivalence, the equations in (3.1) are equivalent to:
(3.2) g˙
E
= −2Ric∇ + 1
2
H H˙ = −dd∗H,
where H(∗, ∗) = trg
E
H(∗, ·1, ·2)H(∗, ·1, ·2), d∗H = − trg
E
∇·H(·, ∗, ∗) and where we used
dH = 0. To decompose these equations we first prove a general decomposition formula for
g˙
E
.
Lemma 3.1. Let (gt, Ht) be a one parameter family of invariant metrics and three-forms.
For ηi ∈ Γ(G) and va ∈ Γ(TM), one has
1) g˙
E
(η1, η2) =
∂G
∂t
(η1, η2).
2) g˙
E
(η, v) = G(η, dA
dt
v).
3) g˙
E
(v1, v2) =
∂g
∂t
(v1, v2).
Proof. In the following, ηi ∈ G|m, for m ∈ M and η˜i = δ−1p ηi ∈ VpP . Also, va ∈ TmM and
v˜a(t) = δ
−1
p (t)va ∈ H tpP . For Part 1) we compute
g˙
E
(η1, η2) =
∂g
∂t
(η˜1, η˜2) =
∂
∂t
g(η˜1, η˜2) =
∂
∂t
g
E
(η1, η2) =
∂G
∂t
(η1, η2),
where we used dη˜i
dt
= 0. Next we compute
g˙
E
(η, v) =
∂g
∂t
(η˜, v˜) = −g(η˜, dv˜
dt
) = g(η˜, λp
dA
dt
v˜) = G(η,
dA
dt
v),
where λp : g→ VpP is defined via Aλpx = x for all x ∈ g. Lastly we have
g˙
E
(v1, v2) =
∂g
∂t
(v˜1, v˜2) =
∂
∂t
g(v˜1, v˜2) =
∂
∂t
g
E
(v1, v2) =
∂g
∂t
(v1, v2),
where we used that g(dv˜i
dt
, v˜j) = 0. 
Using Lemma 3.1 together with Proposition 2.14 gives the following decomposition of the
metric evolution equation in (3.3).
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Proposition 3.2. Given (g(t), H(t)) an invariant solution of generalized Ricci flow as above,
one has
1)
∂G
∂t
(η1, η2) = (D·DG)·(η1, η2) +
1
2
D·2G(·1, ·1)D·2G(η1, η2)−D·2G(η1, ·1)D·2G(·1, η2)
− 1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), η1)G(F (·1, ·2), η2) + trGG([·, η1], [·, η2])
− 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], η1)G([·1, ·2], η2) + 1
2
H(η1, η2),
2) G(
dA
dt
v, η) = −G(D·F (v, ·), η)−D·G(F (v, ·), η)− 1
2
G(F (v, ·2), η)D·2G(·1, ·1)
+ trGDvG([·, η], ·) + 1
2
H(v, η),
3)
∂g
∂t
(v1, v2) = −2Ric∇L(v1, v2) + (Dv1DG)v2(·, ·)−
1
2
Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2)
+G(F (v1, ·), F (v2, ·)) + 1
2
H(v1, v2).
3.3. Gauge modified generalized Ricci flow. Suppose (g(t), H(t)) is a solution to the
generalized Ricci flow equations (3.1) on P → M . We will modify these equations by using
flows of time dependent vector fields on P and will then derive the corresponding system of
PDEs on the base manifold. We will be using the notation of Section 2 throughout.
3.3.1. Invariant generalized Ricci flow in the canonical gauge.
Definition 3.3. Given P →M a principal bundle and g an invariant metric, let
q := − 1
2
g−1DG(·, ·) ∈ TM
X := δ−1pi∗q ∈ TP,
where δ−1pi∗ denotes the horizontal lift with respect to the connection A associated with g.
Now, given (g(t), H(t)) a solution of generalized Ricci flow, we obtain associated one
parameter families of vector fields q(t), X(t) as in Definition 3.3. Let φt and ψt be the
respective flows on M and P such that φt=0(m) = m and ψt=0(p) = p for all m ∈ M and
p ∈ P . Now define gˆ(t) = ψ∗g(t) and Hˆ(t) = ψ∗H(t), which are time dependent invariant
metrics and three forms on P . By a standard computation they satisfy the following modified
generalized Ricci flow equations, which we will refer to as generalized Ricci flow in the
canonical gauge:
(3.3)
∂gˆ
∂t
= −2Ric(gˆ) + 1
2
Hˆ + L(ψ−1)∗X gˆ
∂Hˆ
∂t
= ∆gˆHˆ + di(ψ−1)∗XHˆ,
where Hˆ(∗, ∗) = trgˆ Hˆ(∗, ·1, ·2)Hˆ(∗, ·1, ·2).
Given (gˆ(t), Hˆ(t)), we have the following data that corresponds to that defined in Section
2: the time dependent isomorphism ˆδ(t) : TP → pi∗E given by δˆ(Z) = {p, AˆZ}+pi∗Z, where
Z ∈ TpP and Aˆ(t) are the connections associated with gˆ(t); a time dependent fiberwise
metric g′
E
(t) = G′(t)⊕ g′(t) on E = G⊕ TM and a section H ′(t) of ∧3E∗. We further obtain
a time dependent bracket [, ]′ and Lie algebroid connection ∇′ on E and the associated time
dependent operator d′ and connection D′. In addition, dA
′
dt
is the time dependent section of
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T ∗M ⊗G that is associated with dAˆ
dt
and F ′(t) ∈ ∧2T ∗M ⊗G corresponds to the curvature
Fˆ (t) := dAˆ+ 1
2
[Aˆ, Aˆ].
To reformulate Equations 3.3 in terms of this data first set q′ = −1
2
g′−1D′G′(·, ·) and note
that (ψ−1)∗X(t) = δˆ(t)
−1pi∗q′(t), which is the horizontal lift of q′(t) using the connection
Aˆ(t). Equations 3.3 are then equivalent to:
(3.4) g˙′
E
= −2Ric∇′ + 1
2
H′ + Lq′g′
E
H˙ ′ = −d′d′∗H ′ + d′iq′H ′,
where H′(∗, ∗) = trg′
E
H ′(∗, ·1, ·2)H ′(∗, ·1, ·2), Lq′g′
E
(e1, e2) = g
′
E
(∇′e1q′, e2) + g′E (e1,∇′e2q′) for
ei ∈ E , d′∗H ′ = − trg′
E
∇′·H ′(·, ∗, ∗) and where we used dHˆ = 0. We can then decompose the
equation for g˙′
E
, analogously to Proposition 3.2. We need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let vi ∈ TmM . Then
1) ∇Lv q = −
1
2
g−1(DvDG)∗(·, ·) + 1
2
g−1(DvG(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2))
2) (Dv1DG)v2(η1, η2) = (Dv2DG)v1(η1, η2) +G([F (v1, v2), η1], η2) +G(η1, [F (v1, v2), η2]),
3) (Dv1DG)v2(·, ·) = (Dv2DG)v1(·, ·).
Proof. To prove Part 1), first let ei be an orthonormal frame for E and consider
∇Lv (DG(ei, ei))[w] = Dv(DwG(ei, ei))−D∇Lv wG(ei, ei)
= (DvDG)w(ei, ei) + 2DwG(Dvei, ei)
= (DvDG)w(·, ·)−DvG(·1, ·2)DwG(·1, ·2),
where we used DwG(Dvei, ei) = −12DvG(·1, ·2)DwG(·1, ·2). Part 1) then follows from the
relation ∇Lv q = −12g−1∇Lv (DG(·, ·)).
For Part 2), we first compute
RD(v1, v2)η = Dv1Dv2η −Dv2Dv1η −D[v1,v2]Lieη
= [v1, [v2, η]]− [v2, [v1, η]]− [[v1, v2]Lie, η]
= [v1, [v2, η]] + [v2, [η, v1]] + [η, [v1, v2]]− [F (v1, v2), η]
= −[F (v1, v2), η],
where we used Proposition 2.3 d) and Proposition 2.2 c).
Next consider the curvature acting on G:
−RD(v1, v2) ·G(η1, η2) := (Dv1Dv2G−Dv2Dv1G−D[v1,v2]LieG)(η1, η2)
= −G(RD(v1, v2)η1, η2)−G(η1, RD(v1, v2), η2)
= G([F (v1, v2), η1], η2) +G(η1, [F (v1, v2), η2]).
Part 2) then follows from the relation−RD(v1, v2)·G(η1, η2) = (Dv1DG)v2(η1, η2)−(Dv2DG)v1(η1, η2).
Part 3) then follows from Part 2) and the assumption that G is nilpotent, which implies
G([η, ·], ·) = 0, for η ∈ G by Lemma 2.13. 
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Proposition 3.5. Given (g(t), H(t)) an invariant solution of gauge-fixed generalized Ricci
flow (3.3), one has
1)
∂G′
∂t
(η1, η2) = −2Ric∇′(η1, η2)− 1
2
D′·2G
′(·1, ·1)D′·2G′(η1, η2) +
1
2
H′(η1, η2),
2) G′
(
dA′
dt
v, η
)
= −2Ric∇′(v, η) + 1
2
G′(F ′(v, ·2), η)D′·2G′(·1, ·1) +
1
2
H′(v, η),
3)
∂g′
∂t
(v1, v2) = −2Ric∇′(v1, v2)− (D′v1D′G′)v2(·, ·) +D′v1G′(·1, ·2)D′v2G′(·1, ·2) +
1
2
H′(v1, v2).
Proof. We will first compute the different components of Lq′g′
E
(e1, e2) = g
′
E
(∇′e1q′, e2) +
g′
E
(e1,∇′e2q′). We will be using Proposition 2.11 throughout. Moreover, to simplify the
notation we will be removing all the primes from the equations. Let ηi ∈ G|m and va ∈ TmM .
First we compute
1)LqgE (η1, η2) = G(piG∇η1q, η2) + (1↔ 2)
=
1
2
G(G−1(DqG)(η1, ∗), η2) + (1↔ 2)
= DqG(η1, η2)
= −1
2
D·2G(·1, ·1)D·2G(η1, η2).
Next we compute
2)LqgE (v, η) =gE (∇vq, η) + gE (v,∇ηq)
= −1
2
G(F (v, q), η) +
1
2
g(v, g−1G(F (q, ∗), η))
= G(F (q, v), η)
=
1
2
D·2G(·1, ·1)G(F (v, ·2), η).
3) Using Lemma 3.4, we have
LqgE (v1, v2) = gE (∇v1q, v2) + (1↔ 2)
= g(∇Lv1q, v2) + (1↔ 2)
= −1
2
g(g−1(Dv1DG)∗(·, ·), v2) +
1
2
g(g−1(Dv1G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2)), v2) + (1↔ 2)
= −1
2
(Dv1DG)v2(·, ·) +
1
2
Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2) + (1↔ 2)
= −(Dv1DG)v2(·, ·) +Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2)
The result follows by combining these results with Proposition 3.1 and Equation 3.4. 
Combining Proposition 3.5 with Theorem 2.12 and removing the primes yields the follow-
ing modified generalized Ricci flow equations:
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Proposition 3.6. Given (gt, Ht) a solution of canonically gauge-fixed generalized Ricci flow
(3.3), one has
1)
∂G
∂t
(η1, η2) = (D·DG)·(η1, η2)−D·2G(η1, ·1)D·2G(·1, η2)
− 1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), η1)G(F (·1, ·2), η2) + trGG([·, η1], [·, η2])
− 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], η1)G([·1, ·2], η2) + 1
2
H(η1, η2),
2) G(
dA
dt
v, η) = −G(D·F (v, ·), η)−D·G(F (v, ·), η) + trGDvG([·, η], ·) + 1
2
H(v, η),
3)
∂g
∂t
(v1, v2) = −2Ric∇L(v1, v2) + 1
2
Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2)
+G(F (v1, ·), F (v2, ·)) + 1
2
H(v1, v2),
4) H˙ = dB˙, where
B˙ = D·H(·, ∗, ∗)−D·1G(·2, piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)
− 1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗) + 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗).
Proof. The proofs of Parts 1) – 3) were already given. The proof of Part 4) follows from
Equation 3.4, Proposition 2.16 and the relation H(q, ∗, ∗) = −1
2
D·1G(·2, ·2)H(·1, ∗, ∗). 
3.3.2. Invariant generalized Ricci flow in a general gauge. In addition to the canonical gauge
fixing of the previous section, we will need to consider general gauge modifications by gradient
vector fields. This is key to analyzing the functionals in Section 4. In particular, suppose
(g(t), H(t)) is a solution of the generalized Ricci flow. Given f(t) ∈ C∞(M) a one parameter
family of smooth functions, let qf (t) = −12g−1DG(·, ·) − ∇f(t), Xf(t) = δ(t)−1pi∗qf (t).
Pulling back by the flow generated by Xf(t), as in Section 3.3.1, we obtain the following
modified generalized Ricci flow equations:
(3.5)
∂g
∂t
= −2Ric(g) + 1
2
H + LXf g
∂H
∂t
= ∆gH + diXfH,
An analysis similar to that of Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 yields the relevant decomposed evo-
lution equations.
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Proposition 3.7. Given ft a one parameter family of smooth functions and (gt, Ht) a so-
lution of (3.5), one has
1)
∂G
∂t
(η1, η2) = (D·DG)·(η1, η2)−D·2G(η1, ·1)D·2G(·1, η2)
− 1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), η1)G(F (·1, ·2), η2) + trGG([·, η1], [·, η2])
− 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], η1)G([·1, ·2], η2) + 1
2
H(η1, η2)−D∇fG(η1, η2),
2) G(
dA
dt
v, η) = −G(D·F (v, ·), η)−D·G(F (v, ·), η) + trGDvG([·, η], ·)
+
1
2
H(v, η)−G(F (∇f, v), η),
3)
∂g
∂t
(v1, v2) = −2Ric∇L(v1, v2) + 1
2
Dv1G(·1, ·2)Dv2G(·1, ·2) +G(F (v1, ·), F (v2, ·))
+
1
2
H(v1, v2)− 2∇2f(v1, v2),
4) H˙ = dB˙, where
B˙ = D·H(·, ∗, ∗)−D·1G(·2, piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)
+
1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)−H(∇f, ∗, ∗).
4. Energy and entropy functionals
4.1. Conjugate heat equation. A key component of Perelman’s energy and entropy mono-
tonicity is the coupling of Ricci flow to a solution of its associated conjugate heat equation,
which in the relevant gauge fixes a background measure on the given manifold. In our set-
ting we are forced to work on the base space of a given principal bundle, and so the relevant
conjugate heat equation should be designed to fix a background measure on this base space.
This is partly responsible for the fact that the evolution equations and monotonicity formu-
las to follow are not direct consequences of the existing formal monotonicity formulas on the
total space of the bundle.
Definition 4.1. Given (gt, Ht) a solution to generalized Ricci flow, we say that ut ∈ C∞(M)
is a solution of the conjugate heat equation if
∂
∂t
u = −∆u+ (Rg − 14 |DG|2 − 12 |F |2 − 14 trgH + 12 〈q,∇ log u〉) u.(4.1)
More precisely, this equation arises as the heat equation conjugate to the generalized Ricci
flow as expressed in the canonical gauge, then pulled back to the ungauged generalized Ricci
flow. We note that in the case of the steady entropy functional F we obtain the potential
function f by u = e−f , while for the expander entropy one has u = e
−f
(4pit)
n
2
.
4.2. Energy functional.
Definition 4.2. Given g,H as above and f ∈ C∞(M), let
F(g,H, f) =
∫
M
{
|∇f |2 +Rg − 14 |DG|2 − 14 |F |2 −
1
12
|H|2g − 14 |[, ]|2
}
e−fdVg.(4.2)
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We now proceed to compute the evolution of F along a solution to generalized Ricci flow.
This will require a buildup of general variational lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Let ηi ∈ Γ(G) and va ∈ Γ(TM).
1)
d
dt
(Dvη) = −[dA
dt
v, η]
2)
dDG
dt
(v, η1, η2) = (Dv
dG
dt
)(η1, η2) +G([
dA
dt
v, η1], η2) +G(η1, [
dA
dt
v, η2]).
3)
dF
dt
(v1, v2) = (d
D dA
dt
)(v1, v2).
Proof. 1) It suffices to prove part 1) when η = {s, x} ∈ Γ(G), where s : U → P is a local
section and x ∈ g. For this let p = s(m), for m ∈M and consider
d
dt
Dv{s, x}|m = d
dt
{s, [(s∗A)v, x]}|m
= {p, [dA
dt
s∗v|m, x]} = −[{p, dA
dt
s∗v|m}, {p, x}]
= −[dA
dt
v, η]|m,
as claimed. For part 2) we directly compute
dDG
dt
(v, η1, η2) =
d
dt
(v[G(η1, η2)]−G(Dvη1, η2)−G(η1, Dvη2))
= v[
dG
dt
(η1, η2)]− dG
dt
(Dvη1, η2)− dG
dt
(η1, Dvη2)
−G( d
dt
Dvη1, η2)−G(η1, d
dt
Dvη2)
= (Dv
dG
dt
)(η1, η2) +G([
dA
dt
v, η1], η2) +G(η1, [
dA
dt
v, η2]).
Part 3) is a standard fact and we omit the proof.

Lemma 4.4.
1) 2D·3
dG
dt
(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2) =<
dG
dt
,−2(D·DG)· + 4D·2G(·1, ∗)D·2G(·1, ∗) >
− 2d∗(dG
dt
(·1, ·2)DG(·1, ·2)).
2) For α ∈ Γ(T ∗M ⊗G),
G(dDα(·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2)) = 2 < α, (dD)∗F > −2 < α(∗), G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗)) >
− 2d∗(G(α(·), F (∗, ·))).
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Proof. 1) Let φ = dG
dt
(·1, ·2)DG(·1, ·2). We will compute d∗φ. Letting {ηi} be an orthonormal
frame for G, first consider
∇Lφ = ∇L(dG
dt
(ηi, ηj)DG(ηi, ηj))
= D
dG
dt
(ηi, ηj)DG(ηi, ηj) +
dG
dt
(ηi, ηj)(DDG)(ηi, ηj)
+ 2
dG
dt
(Dηi, ηj)DG(ηi, ηj) + 2
dG
dt
(ηi, ηj)DG(Dηi, ηj)
= D
dG
dt
(·1, ·2)DG(·1, ·2) + dG
dt
(·1, ·2)(DDG)(·1, ·2)
− 2dG
dt
(·1, ·2)DG(·3, ·2)DG(·3, ·1).
Using this, gives
d∗φ = −∇L· φ(·)
= −D·3
dG
dt
(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2)− <
dG
dt
, (D·DG)· > +2 <
dG
dt
,D·2G(·1, ∗)D·2G(·1, ∗) >,
which proves the first part of the lemma.
2) Letting {va} be an orthonormal frame for TM , consider
G(dDα(·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2)) = 2G(D·1α(·2), F (·1, ·2))
= 2va[G(α(vb), F (va, vb))]− 2DvaG(α(vb), F (va, vb))
− 2G(α(∇Lvavb), F (va, vb))− 2G(α(vb), DvaF (va, vb))
− 2G(α(vb), F (∇Lvava, vb) + F (va,∇Lvavb))
= −2G(α(vb), DvaF (va, vb))− 2DvaG(α(vb), F (va, vb))
− 2d∗(G(α(va), F (∗, va)))
= 2 < α, (dD)∗F > −2 < α(∗), G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗)) >
− 2d∗(G(α(·), F (∗, ·))).

Lemma 4.5.
1)
d|H|2
dt
= −3 < g˙
E
,H > +2 < H˙,H > .
2) d∗(B˙(·1, ·2)H(piTM∗, ·1, ·2)) = −D·3B˙(·1, ·2)H(·3, ·1, ·2)− B˙(·1, ·2)D·3H(·3, ·1, ·2)
+ 2B˙(·1, ·3)H(·4, ·2, ·3)D·4G(·1, ·2).
3) < dB˙,H >= −3 < B˙,−d∗H + iqH > −3d∗(B˙(·1, ·2)H(∗, ·1, ·2)).
Proof. 1) First note that for m = pi(p) ∈M , |H|2g|p = |H|2g
E
|m and hence
d|H|2g
E
dt
|m =
d|H|2g
dt
|p
= −3 < dg
dt
,H > |p + 2 < dH
dt
,H > |p = −3 < g˙E ,H > |m + 2 < H˙,H > |m.
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2) Let φ = B˙(·1, ·2)H(piTM∗, ·1, ·2), v ∈ Γ(TM) and {em} = {ηi, va} be an orthonormal
frame for E = G⊕ TM . First consider
(∇Lφ)[v] = ∇L(B˙(em, en)H(v, em, en))− B˙(em, en)H(∇Lv, em, en)
= DB˙(em, en)H(v, em, en) + B˙(em, en)DH(v, em, en) + B˙(Dem, en)H(v, em, en)
+ B˙(em, en)H(v,Dem, en) + B˙(em, Den)H(v, em, en) + B˙(em, en)H(v, em, Den)
= DB˙(·1, ·2)H(v, ·1, ·2) + B˙(·1, ·2)DH(v, ·1, ·2)− 2B˙(·1, ·3)H(v, ·2, ·3)DG(·1, ·2).
It then follows that
d∗φ = −∇L· φ(·)
= −D·3B˙(·1, ·2)H(·3, ·1, ·2)− B˙(·1, ·2)D·3H(·3, ·1, ·2) + 2B˙(·1, ·3)H(·4, ·2, ·3)D·4G(·1, ·2).
3) < dB˙,H > = dB˙(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3)
= (3D·1B˙(·2, ·3) + 3B˙(F (·1, ·2), ·3)− 3 tr(1,2)G B˙([·1, ·2], ·3))H(·1, ·2, ·3)
= −3d∗(B˙(·1, ·2)H(piTM∗, ·1, ·2))− 3 < B˙,D·H(·, ∗, ∗) >
+ B˙(·1, ·2)(6D·3G(·1, ·4) + 3G(F (·3, ·4), ·1)− 3 tr(3,4)G G([·3, ·4], ·1))H(·3, ·4, ·2)
= −3 < B˙,−d∗H + iqH > −3d∗(B˙(·1, ·2)H(∗, ·1, ·2)),
where we used Part 2) and Propositions 2.7 and 2.16.

Putting these lemmas together we can compute the variation of the different components
of the density of F .
Proposition 4.6.
1)
d
dt
|DG|2 = −2 < dG
dt
, (D·DG)· −D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1) >
+ 4 <
dA
dt
(∗), D∗G(·1, ·2)G−1G([⋄, ·1], ·2) > − < dg
dt
,DG(·1, ·2)DG(·1, ·2) >
− 2d∗(DG(·1, ·2)dG
dt
(·1, ·2)).
2)
d
dt
|F |2 =< dG
dt
,G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)G(F (·1, ·2), ∗) > +4 < dA
dt
(∗), (dD)∗F −G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗)) >
− 2 < dg
dt
, G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·)) > −4d∗(G(dA
dt
(·), F (∗, ·))).
3)
d|H|2
dt
e−f = −3 < dG
dt
,H(piG∗, piG∗) > e−f − 6 < dA
dt
(∗), G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗) > e−f
− 3 < dg
dt
,H(piTM∗, piTM∗) > e−f − 6 < B˙,−d∗H + iq−∇fH > e−f
− 6d∗(e−f B˙(·1, ·2)H(piTM∗, ·1, ·2)).
4)
d|[, ]|2
dt
=<
dG
dt
,−2 trGG([∗, ·], [∗, ·]) + trGG([·1, ·2], ∗)G([·1, ·2], ∗) > .
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Proof. We will be using Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 throughout without referencing.
1)
d
dt
|DG|2 = −2 < dG
dt
,D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1) > − <
dg
dt
,D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) >
+ 2(
dDG
dt
)·3(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2)
= −2 < dG
dt
,D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1) > − <
dg
dt
,D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) >
+ 2(D·3
dG
dt
)(·1, ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2) + 4G([
dA
dt
·3, ·1], ·2)D·3G(·1, ·2)
= −2 < dG
dt
, (D·DG)· −D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1) >
+ 4 <
dA
dt
(∗), D∗G(·1, ·2)G−1G([⋄, ·1], ·2) > − < dg
dt
,DG(·1, ·2)DG(·1, ·2) >
− 2d∗(DG(·1, ·2)dG
dt
(·1, ·2)).
2)
d
dt
|F |2 = d
dt
G(F (·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2))
= −2 < dg
dt
, G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·)) > +dG
dt
(F (·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2)) + 2G(dD dA
dt
(·1, ·2), F (·1, ·2)).
Using Part 2) of Lemma 4.4 for α = dA
dt
proves Part 2) of the proposition.
3)
d|H|2
dt
e−f = −3 < g˙
E
,H > e−f + 2 < H˙,H > e−f
= −3 < dG
dt
,H(piG∗, piG∗) > e−f − 6 < dA
dt
(∗), G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗) > e−f
− 3 < dg
dt
,H(piTM∗, piTM∗) > e−f − 6 < B˙,−d∗H + iq−∇fH > e−f
− 6d∗(e−f B˙(·1, ·2)H(piTM∗, ·1, ·2)).
For Part 4), the claim follows easily noting that [, ] on Γ(G) is independent of t. 
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Proposition 4.7. Given (g(t), H(t), f(t)) such that H˙(t) = dB˙(t), for B˙(t) ∈ Γ(∧2E∗), we
have
dF
dt
(g(t), H(t), f(t)) =∫
M
<
dG
dt
,
1
2
(D·DG)· − 1
2
D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1)−
1
4
G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)
+
1
2
trGG([∗, ·], [∗, ·])− 1
4
tr
(1,2)
G G([·1, ·2], ∗)G([·1, ·2], ∗) +
1
4
H(piG∗, piG∗)− 1
2
D∇fG > e
−fdVg
+
∫
M
<
dA
dt
(∗),−(dD)∗F +G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗))−G−1G([⋄, ·1], ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2)
+
1
2
G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗)− F (∇f, ∗) > e−fdVg
+
∫
M
<
dg
dt
,−Ricg + 1
4
D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) + 1
2
G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·))
+
1
4
H(piTM∗, piTM∗)−∇2f > e−fdVg
+
1
2
∫
M
< B˙,−d∗H + iq−∇fH > e−fdVg
+
∫
M
(
1
2
trg
dg
dt
− df
dt
)(2∆f − |∇f |2 +Rg − 1
4
|DG|2 − 1
4
|F |2 − 1
12
|H|2 − 1
4
|[, ]|2)e−fdVg.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose (g(t), H(t)) is a solution of generalized Ricci flow, and ut = e
−ft
is a solution of the conjugate heat equation (4.1). Then
dF
dt
(g,H, f) =
1
2
∫
M
|(D·DG)· −D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)
+ trGG([∗, ·], [∗, ·])− 1
2
tr
(1,2)
G G([·1, ·2], ∗)G([·1, ·2], ∗) +
1
2
H(piG∗, piG∗)−D∇fG|2e−fdVg
+
∫
M
| − (dD)∗F +G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗)) +G−1 trGD∗G([·, ⋄], ·) +
1
2
G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗)
− F (∇f, ∗)|2e−fdVg
+
1
2
∫
M
| − 2Ricg + 1
2
D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) +G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·))
+
1
2
H(piTM∗, piTM∗)− 2∇2f |2e−fdVg
+
1
2
∫
M
|D·H(·, ∗, ∗)−D·1G(·2, piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)
+
1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)− i∇fH|2e−fdVg.
(4.3)
4.3. Expander Entropy.
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Definition 4.9. Given g,H as above and f ∈ C∞(M), t ∈ R+, let
W+(g,H, f, t)
=
1
(4pit)
n
2
{
tF(g,H, f) +
∫
M
(−f + n)e−fdVg
}
=
∫
M
{
t
(
|∇f |2 +Rg − 14 |DG|2 − 14 |F |2 −
1
12
|H|2g − 14 |[, ]|2
)
− f + n
}
e−f
(4pit)
n
2
dVg.
(4.4)
Remark 4.10. In the case G = {e}, so that P =M , we obtain
W+(g,H, f, t) =
∫
M
[
t
(
|∇f |2 +R− 1
12
∣∣H∣∣2
g
)
− f + n
]
e−fdVg,
which is the expanding entropy functional for generalized Ricci flow studied in [8]. On the
other hand in the case H ≡ 0 and abelian structure group, this functional is precisely that
introduced by Lott [4], which in turn is the functional of Feldman-Ilmanen-Ni [2] in the case
G = {e}.
Proposition 4.11. Given (g(t), H(t), f(t), τ(t)) such that H˙(t) = dB˙(t), for B˙(t) ∈ Γ(∧2E∗),
we have
dW+
dt
(g(t), H(t), f(t), τ(t)) =∫
M
< τ
dG
dt
,
1
2
(D·DG)· − 1
2
D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1)−
1
4
G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)
+
1
2
trGG([∗, ·], [∗, ·])− 1
4
tr
(1,2)
G G([·1, ·2], ∗)G([·1, ·2], ∗) +
1
4
H(piG∗, piG∗)− 1
2
D∇fG >
e−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
+
∫
M
< τ
dA
dt
(∗),−(dD)∗F +G−1D·1G(⋄, F (·1, ∗))−G−1G([⋄, ·1], ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2)
+
1
2
G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗)− F (∇f, ∗) > e
−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
+
∫
M
< τ
dg
dt
− dτ
dt
g,− 1
2τ
g − Ricg + 1
4
D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) + 1
2
G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·))
+
1
4
H(piTM∗, piTM∗)−∇2f > e
−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
+
1
2
∫
M
< τB˙,−d∗H + iq−∇fH > e
−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
+
∫
M
dτ
dt
(
1
4
|F |2 − 1
4
|[, ]|2 + 1
6
|H|2 − 1
4
trGH(·, ·))e
−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
+
∫
M
[τ(2∆f − |∇f |2 +Rg − 1
4
|DG|2 − 1
4
|F |2 − 1
12
|H|2 − 1
4
tr
(1,2)
G G([·1, ·2], [·1, ·2]))
+ (−f + n+ 1)] d
dt
e−fdVg
(4piτ)
n
2
.
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Proposition 4.12. Suppose (g(t), H(t)) is a solution of generalized Ricci flow, and ut =
e−ft
(4pit)
n
2
is a solution of the conjugate heat equation (4.1). Then
dW+
dt
(g,H, f, t) =
t
2
∫
M
|(D·DG)· −D·2G(∗, ·1)D·2G(∗, ·1)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)G(F (·1, ·2), ∗)
+ trGG([∗, ·], [∗, ·])− 1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], ∗)G([·1, ·2], ∗) + 1
2
H(piG∗, piG∗)−D∇fG|2 e
−fdVg
(4pit)
n
2
+ t
∫
M
| − (dD)∗F +G−1D·G(⋄, F (·, ∗)) +G−1 trGD∗G([·, ⋄], ·) + 1
2
G−1H(piG⋄, piTM∗)
− F (∇f, ∗)|2e
−fdVg
(4pit)
n
2
+
t
2
∫
M
| − g
t
− 2Ricg + 1
2
D∗G(·1, ·2)D∗G(·1, ·2) +G(F (∗, ·), F (∗, ·))
+
1
2
H(piTM∗, piTM∗)− 2∇2f |2 e
−fdVg
(4pit)
n
2
+
t
2
∫
M
|D·H(·, ∗, ∗)−D·1G(·2, piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)−
1
2
G(F (·1, ·2), piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)
+
1
2
trGG([·1, ·2], piG∗) ∧H(·1, ·2, ∗)− i∇fH|2 e
−fdVg
(4pit)
n
2
+
∫
M
(
1
4
|F |2 − 1
4
|[, ]|2 + 1
6
|H|2 − 1
4
trGH(·, ·))e
−fdVg
(4pit)
n
2
.
5. Rigidity and classification Results
5.1. Convergence.
Definition 5.1. Let {(P i, pi, gi(·), Hi(·))} be a sequence of pointed locally G-invariant so-
lutions to generalized Ricci flow defined on a time interval (α, ω) with α, ω ∈ [−∞,∞]. We
say that
lim
i→∞
(Pi, pi, gi(·), H i(·)) = (P∞, p∞, g∞(·), H∞(·))
if there exists a sequence of open neighborhoods of p∞ ∈ B∞, denoted {Uj}, and subintervals
of (α, ω), denoted {Ij}, such that
(1) For every compact set K ⊂ B∞ there exists j0 such that K ⊂ Uj for all j ≥ j0.
(2) For all i, j there exists an open neighborhood of pi ∈ Bi, denoted Vi,j, together with
isomorphisms
φi,j : pi
−1
∞ (Uj)→ pi−1i (Vi,j)
such that for all j,
lim
i→∞
φ∗i,jgi(·) = g∞(·), lim
i→∞
φ∗i,jH i(·) = H∞(·)
smoothly on pi−1∞ (Uj)× Ij
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5.2. Energy functional case.
Proposition 5.2. Suppose (gt, Ht) is an invariant solution of generalized Ricci flow, and
suppose ut = e
−ft satisfies (4.1). Furthermore suppose [H ] = 0 and G is abelian. Then
F(gt, H t, ft, t) is constant in t if and only if H ≡ 0, F ≡ 0, detGij is constant and g is a
local product metric with g Ricci flat.
Proof. From Proposition 4.8, we know that dF
dt
is a sum of nonnegative terms, and so is zero
if and only if all the terms on the right hand side of (4.3) vanish. From the vanishing of the
final term of (4.3) we obtain for instance at time zero
0 = −d∗H + iq−∇fH.
Expressing q = ∇ ln√detGij this can be rewritten as
0 = − d∗(eln
√
detGij−fH)
Since [H ] = 0, we have H = db, thus taking the inner product of the above equation with b,
integrating over M then integrating by parts yields H ≡ 0. Thus the generalized Ricci flow
is in fact a standard Ricci flow with G abelian and constant F functional, thus the remaining
claims follow by ([4] Proposition 4.21, Proposition 4.38). 
Remark 5.3. The hypothesis that [H ] = 0 is necessary to obtain the vanishing of H and
hence that the resulting structure is actually a solution of the reduced Ricci soliton equations.
In particular, it was shown in [10] that nontrivial steady solitons for the generalized Ricci
flow (in fact pluriclosed flow) exist on Hopf surfaces S3 × S1. In the case of elliptic Hopf
surfaces these structures are invariant under a principal T 2 action with base space a bad
orbifold. For these examples [H ] 6= 0, and the solitons are moreover nontrivial in the sense
that ∇f 6= 0.
Corollary 5.4. Suppose (P, gt, H t) is a G-invariant generalized Ricci flow on [0,∞). Given
{si}∞i=1 a sequence such that limi→∞ si =∞, let
gi(t) := g(si + t)
H i(t) := H(si + t).
Suppose limi→∞(gi(·), Hi(·)) = (g∞(·), H∞(·)), defined on a G-principal bundle P∞ over a
compact base M∞. Furthermore suppose that [H∞] = 0 and G is abelian. Then H∞ =
0, F∞ = 0, and g∞ is a local product metric with g∞ Ricci flat.
Proof. The first step is to construct a positive solution of the conjugate heat equation on P∞.
Fix a sequence of times {tj} → ∞, and let vj(·) be the unique solution to (4.1) satisfying
vj(tj) = Vol(g(tj))
−1. Note that since vj(tj) > 0 it follows by the maximum principle that
vj > 0 where defined. On any compact time interval [0, T ], equation (4.1) is a uniformly
parabolic scalar PDE with bounds on the derivatives of all coefficients, and so from parabolic
regularity theory, for any solution vj(·) defined on [0, T ], there exist uniform C∞ estimates
on [0, T − 1]. Thus for any T we can obtain a subsequence of {vj(·)} converging uniformly
on [0, T − 1], and by taking a diagonal subsequence as T →∞, we obtain a subsequence of
{vj(·)} which converges smoothly on compact subsets of [0,∞) to a solution v∞(·) defined
on [0,∞), which is nontrivial since all {vj(·)} have unit mass with respect to g(·). We
furthermore claim that v∞(·) > 0. Fix a time t0 ∈ (0,∞) and fix p ∈ B∞. Using the positive
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heat kernel for the time-dependent Laplacian ∆g∞(t), we can construct a solution to the heat
equation (
∂
∂t
−∆g∞(t)
)
f = 0 on B∞ × (t0, t0 + 1]
lim
t→t0
f = δp.
By the maximum principle, since B∞ is compact f(x, t0+1) has a strict positive lower bound.
We compute
d
dt
∫
B∞
fvdVg =
∫
B∞
{
(∆f) v + f
(−∆v + (R− 1
4
|DG|2 − 1
2
|F |2 − 1
4
trgH
)
v
)
+fv
(−R + 1
4
|DG|2 + 1
2
|F |2 + 1
4
trgH
)}
dVg
= 0.
Thus
∫
B∞
fvdVg is constant in time, and thus
v(p, t0) = lim
t→t0
∫
B∞
fvdVg =
∫
B∞×{t0+1}
fvdVg ≥ inf
B∞
f(·, t0 + 1) > 0,
as claimed.
As v∞ is strictly positive, we define φ∞(·) via v∞(·) = e−φ∞(·). Furthermore we set
ui(t) = v∞(si + t) = e
−fi(t). Using the uniform geometric estimates on gi(·) it follows
as above that ui converges smoothly on compact subsets of [0,∞) to a solution u∞(·) of
the conjugate heat equation, and we furthermore set u∞(·) = e−f∞(·). By the convergence
properties already established, it follows that, for any t ∈ [0,∞),
F(g∞(t), H∞(t), f∞(t)) = lim
i→∞
(
gi(t), H i(t), fi(t)
)
= lim
i→∞
(
g(si + t), H i(si + t), φ∞(si + t)
)
.
The final expression is finite and independent of t, and so the claims follow from Proposition
5.2. 
5.3. Expander entropy case. To treat the expander entropy case we again must deal with
the final terms in the evolution equation forW+ which have potentially mixed sign. We begin
with a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Given (g,H), one has
1
6
|H|2gE−
1
4
trGH(·, ·)
= − 1
12
trGH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3) + 1
4
tr1G tr
(2,3)
g H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3)
+
1
6
trgH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3).
Proof. Direct computation yields
|H|2g = trgH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3) + 3 tr1G tr(2,3)g H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3)
+ 3 tr1g tr
(2,3)
G H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3) + trGH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3),
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while
trGH(·, ·) = tr1G tr(2,3)g H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3) + 2 tr1g tr(2,3)G H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3)
+ trGH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3).
Combining these yields the equality. 
Proposition 5.6. Suppose (gt, Ht) is a solution of generalized Ricci flow, and suppose ut =
e−ft
(4pit)
n
2
satisfies (4.1). Furthermore suppose G is abelian and for all t
piΛ3g∗H = 0.(5.1)
Then
d
dt
W+(gt, Ht, ft, t) ≥ 0,
and W+(gt, Ht, ft, t) is constant in t if and only if F ≡ 0, H ≡ 0, detGij is constant and
(D·DG)· −DG·2(∗, ·1)DG·2(∗, ·1) = 0
Rcg −14DG∗(·1, ·2)DG∗(·1, ·2) + 12tg = 0.
(5.2)
Proof. Referring to Proposition 4.12), since G is assumed abelian the term −1
4
|[, ]|2G vanishes.
Furthermore, applying Lemma 5.5, and the assumption (5.1), it follows that
1
6
|H|2g − 14 trGH = 14 tr1G tr(2,3)g H(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3) + 16 trgH(·1, ·2, ·3)H(·1, ·2, ·3)
≥ 1
12
∣∣piΛ1(g∗)∧Λ2T ∗MH∣∣2g
E
+ 1
6
|piΛ3T ∗MH|2g .
In particular, we have shown that the time derivative of W+ is a sum of nonnegative terms,
which then all must vanish in the case W+ is constant in t. In particular, it follows imme-
diately that F ≡ 0, and also that H ∈ Γ (Λ2(g∗) ∧ Λ1T ∗M), as now all other components
must vanish. Using this and taking the trace of the equation ∂G
∂t
= 〈∇f,DG〉 yields
−d∗(e−fDG(·, ·)) + 1
2
trGHe−f = 0
Integrating this equation over M , the divergence term will vanish, yielding that trGH = 0,
and hence H vanishes completely. With the vanishing of H , we in fact have a solution to
Ricci flow, and so the remaining claims can be obtained from ([4] Proposition 4.67).

Remark 5.7. The hypothesis that the torsion H has no vertical piece is necessary to obtain
vanishing of H and a reduction to the reduced expanding Ricci soliton equations as described
in Proposition 5.6. Boling showed ([1] Proposition 4.7) that homogeneous solutions to pluri-
closed flow on Inoue surfaces of type SA exist globally. Furthermore, there is a a universal
blowdown limit on the universal cover which is an expanding soliton. These surfaces are T 3
bundles over S1, and the torsion of homogeneous metrics has nonvanishing projection onto
Λ3g.
Corollary 5.8. Suppose (P, g(t), H(t)) is a G-invariant generalized Ricci flow on [0,∞).
Furthermore suppose G is abelian and for all t,
piΛ3g∗H = 0.(5.3)
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Given {si}∞i=1 a sequence such that limi→∞ si =∞, let
gi(t) := s
−1
i g(sit)
H i(t) := s
−1
i H(sit).
Suppose limi→∞(gi(·), Ht(·)) = (g∞(·), H∞(·)), defined on a G-principal bundle P∞ overM∞.
Then F ≡ 0, H ≡ 0, detGij is constant and equations (5.2) hold for g∞.
Corollary 5.9. Suppose (P, g(t), H(t)) is a G-invariant pluriclosed flow on [0,∞). Further-
more suppose G is abelian and for all t,
piΛ3g∗H = 0.(5.4)
With the assumptions of Corollary 5.8, it furthermore follows that (g∞(t), J∞(t)) satsifies
1) J∞ is fixed in time and (g∞(t), J∞) is Kahler.
2) M∞ is even dimensional and J∞ = J1 ⊕ J2 on G⊕ TM∞.
In particular, if dimG = 1 then invariant pluriclosed flow has no subsequential limits in the
sense of Definition 5.1.
Proof. Using the rigidity of the limit implied by Corollary 5.8, we see that along the limiting
solution of pluriclosed flow is in fact a solution to Ka¨hler-Ricci flow, and the complex struc-
ture remains fixed in time. Furthermore, the equations (5.2) imply that the metric on the
fiber is fixed while the metric on the base expands homothetically. Since the metric is also
Hermitian for all times, it follows immediately that J∞ must preserve decompose as claimed
in Part 2). The final sentence then follows immediately. 
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